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These are two variants and you should go with the i5 variant for an overall good video editing performance.. Back in the old days of Mac, the hardware specifications were pretty feeble and Mac machines weren't that good at processing.

Please read the article till the end to see the conclusions The article is mainly divided into two parts:Part 1: Which Mac Desktops Are Best for Video Editing?Part 2: Which Mac Laptop Is Best For Video Editing?Also Learn: Top 10 Desktop/Laptop Computers for Video EditingPart
1: Which Mac Computer Is Best For Video Editing?Mac computers or desktops are often known as iMacs.. If you’re too tight on the budget, just go with Mac Mini. 3GHz) $1299 (3 6GHz) $1499 (3 0GHz) $1799 (3 0GHz) $1999 (3 1GHz) $2299 (3 7GHz) $4999$799 (4-Core)
$1099 (6-Core) As per the details given above in the table, it is clear that iMac Pro is the winner with 3.
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The biggest change that'll you see is that iMacs and MacBooks are now configurable.. So you can upgrade the hardware when needing to increase the processing power In the past video editing wasn't that productive as it is today on a Mac.

best editing

But its price is beyond the budget of many people And many of them won't just buy it simply for video editing tasks.. 6GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 3 0GHz hexa-core Display size21 5-inch with 4K Retina display 27-inch with 5K Retina display27-inch 5K Retina displayExternal
display required (TV/Monitor)Memory8GB DDR4 (2133MHz, 2400MHz, 2666MHz), max 32GB8GB DDR4 2666MHz, max 64GB32GB DDR4 2666MHz8GB DDR4 2666MHz, max 64GBStorage1TB conventional HDD, or 1TB Fusion DriveUpto 2TB Fusion Drive1TB
SSD128GB SSD 256GB SSD GraphicsIntel Iris Plus 640 or Radeon Pro 555X with 2GB GDDR5 memory or Radeon Pro 560X with 4GB GDDR5 memoryRadeon Pro 570x 4GB Radeon Pro 575x 4GB Radeon Pro 580x 8GB Radeon Pro Vega 48 8GB (as HBM2 memory) Radeon
Pro Vega 56Intel UHD Graphics 630Price$1099 (2.. Mac Mini only has an integrated GPU which is good enough to handle moderate level video editing tasks.. 1GHz hexa-core Intel Core i5 3 7GHz hexa-core 3 2GHz Intel Xeon W octa-coreIntel Core i3 3.

best editing app for android

Good thing is that iMac hardware is configurable Please go through the table below briefly before getting to know about the best Mac computer for video editing.. 6GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 3 0GHz hexa-core Intel Core i5 3 0GHz hexa-core Intel Core i5 3.. In the table below you
can clearly see that there are four variants of iMac with a different set of hardware specifications.. iMaciMac ProMac MiniiMac 21 5-inchiMac 27-inchProcessorIntel Core i5 2 3GHz dual-core Intel Core i3 3.. Jul 24, 2020 Jan 05, 2020 Video Editing is no different for Mac users As
a Mac user you also require powerful hardware specifications for some serious video editing tasks. e10c415e6f 
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